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I. Introduction

The goal of this article is to highlight various legal and practical issues respecting the

ownership of stored and transported natural gas1 in Western Canada. The law in this area is
less well developed in Canada than it is in the United States. The common law and the
statutory regimes that likely apply in Western Canada may produce results that will be of
surprise to the industry. It is hoped that by identifying the legal issues, readers will gain an
appreciation of the important ramifications of the question of ownership, and be better able
to structure their or their clients' contracts.

Our approach will be first to discuss the law that is likely applicable to the issue of
ownership of stored and transported natural gas in Western Canada, and to contrast our
regime with that of the United States. We will then discuss the practical consequences of the
applicable legal regime in the context of a potential bankruptcy or insolvency of a storage
or pipeline operator (given that this is the context in which ownership issues become most

crucial). Finally, we will consider the manner in which the law in this area might develop,
and the likelihood that Canadian courts will adopt the U.S. approach.
II. The Reality in the Industry Today

Despite its integration, the natural gas transportation industry in Western Canada has not
developed a uniform system of ownership over natural gas as it travels from the wellhead
through gathering systems and midstream processing facilities and into storage or
transportation pipelines for delivery to the consumer. The result has been a variety of

different contractual treatments, with no uniform approach. Some contracts grant title (along
with risk and possession) to the operator, some state that the producer retains title but risk
and possession pass to the operator, and some are completely silent as to ownership and only

deal with risk and possession.
Probably because the industry runs so well, and probably also because, at least with

respect to pipeline gas, the length oftime involved is so abbreviated,3 the issue ofownership
over pipeline gas and stored gas (both in tanks and subsurface reservoirs) has been largely

ignored. The same is true ofother issues ancillary to the ownership question, such as security

interests in stored or shipped gas, and the priority of such security interests in the event of
an operator's or producer's insolvency.

In (his article, the terms "natural gas" and "gas" both refer to natural gas.
In this article, the term "operator" refers to an operator ofcither a natural gas storage facility or a natural
gas transportation pipeline, unless otherwise indicated.

In fact, with respect to the large midstream pipelines that operate on an inventory system (e.g.. Nova

Pipeline's NIT system), the period of lime that ownership over injected gas is an issue is one day.
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While the likelihood of a pipeline or storage facility operator becoming insolvent may be
remote, it is always a possibility. It is extremely useful to consider the issues that would arise
in such an insolvency, because insolvency provides a useful perspective from which to assess

critically the issue of ownership of stored and shipped gas. As well as an operator's

insolvency, the ownership issue will arise in other scenarios, such as an operator's (or
producer's) lender's due diligence and assessment ofan operator's or producer's credit risk,
and ways of reducing such risk.
III. The Current Law Regarding Ownership of Stored

and Transported Gas in Western Canada
A.

The Truth About Commingling

The basic intractable fact in all storage or transportation situations involving gas from
more than one producer is commingling. Once a producer delivers its gas to the operator, it
never expects to (nor can it) gel back, or have delivered to its customers, the exact molecules
of gas that it put into the system. The same is true of all fungible goods that become mixed.
Instead, various measuring, balancing, and accounting processes take place, with the goal of
returning to the producer (or crediting to the producer's account with the operator) a quantity
of gas or, more often, heat energy, equivalent to that delivered by the producer. Natural gas

marketers have the same expectation.4 As will be discussed below, the commingled nature
of shipped and stored gas is the single most important consideration in approaching the
ownership issue.
B.

The "Default" Position—Tenancy in Common
Despite the fact that no Canadian court has decided the question in the context of stored

or shipped natural gas, it is likely that the law, absent contractual agreements to the contrary,

will treat producers as tenants in common5 in respect to stored or shipped gas. The operator
is probably also a tenant in common, based on its initial ownership of line fill (in the

transportation context) or base gas6 (in the storage context).
1.

Common Law Regarding Tenancy in Common
Hahhury '.v Laws of England states:
Where chattels of two persons are intermixed by agreement, so that the several portions can no longer be
distinguished, the proprietors have an interest in common in proportion to their respective shares.

In this article, the term "producer" refers to the producers of natural gas and similarly situated owners
of nalurul gas, such as gas marketers.
Tenancy in common is also referred to in law as co-ownership or ownership in common. Sec E.L.G.

Tyler & N.E. Palmer, cds. Cntsslcy Vuines on Personal Properly. 5lh ed. (London: Bulterworths, 1973)
al 56.

Base gas, ulso known as native gas, is natural gas that was never produced I'roni a gas storage reservoir
during its gas production phase {i.e., prior to the reservoir being used as a gas storage reservoir).
Halshury's Laws of England. 4lh cd., vol. 2 (London: Butterworths. 1991) at para. 1836 (footnotes

omitted]. See also R.M. Goode, Proprietary Rights and Insolvency in Sales Transactions, 2d ed.
(London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1989) at 6: "Ownership in common typically arises where products
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The American position is substantially identical:
Where the intermixture occurs with the consent of the owners ofall the parcels mixed, whether such goods

be ofa character to be separable by a proportional division or not, it is obvious that all the owners involved
have equal equities in the situation they have created and become what is technically known as tenants in
common, with all rights and obligations incidental to that relation. This is the relationship that arises when
owners of parcels of grain deposit them together in a common warehouse. Each depositor loses his title to
the specific grain which he has deposited and becomes with the depositors an owner in common of the entire

mass in the proportion which the amount he deposited bears lo that mass.1*

Given the nature ofthe natural gas transportation industry, producers who deliver their gas
for storage or shipment have very likely consented, at least implicitly, to the commingling
of their gas with that of other producers and of the operator.
In Canada, the concept that contributors to an intermixed mass arc tenants in common was

first recognized in the context of intermixed logs.9 This position is also supported in the
context of tires.10
The law in this area in the context of hydrocarbons was canvassed in Indian Oil Corp. v.

Greenstone Shipping SA.U In that case, the defendant combined its own oil with oil of
approximately equal grade belonging to the plaintiff in the cargo hold of the defendant's
vessel without the plaintiffs consent. Justice Staughton reviewed the authorities in detail and

held that the plaintiff was a tenant in common with the defendant, and was therefore only
entitled to receive out of the commingled mass a volume of oil equal to the entire amount of
oil it had had delivered to the vessel. The plaintiff had no claim to the portion of the

commingled mass in excess of that amount that resulted from the defendant's wrongful
commingling of the plaintiffs oil with that of the defendant.
2.

Warehouse Receipts Act

The Warehouse Receipts Act'2 was first enacted in the 1940s and is a little-known piece
of legislation in the natural gas industry. Many industry participants will be surprised to learn
of its likely applicability to natural gas storage situations.

belonging to different owners become commingled, as in the case of gas or oil brought ashore in a
pipeline."

Ray Andrews Brown. Tlie Imw of Personal Properly. 3d cd. by Walter B. Raushcnbush (Chicago:
Callaghan & Co., 1975) at 64-65 (footnotes omitlcd|.
McDonald v. Lane (1882), 7 S.C.R. 462.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. of Canada Ltd. v. North Star Oil Ltd. (I960), 25 D.L.R. (2d) 139 (Man.
Co. Cl.).

[I987]3A1IE.R.893(Q.B.D.).
R.S.A.2000,c.W-l [WRA].
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Section 15 of the WRA states:
When authorized by agreement or by custom, a warchouscr may mingle fungible goods with other goods of
the same kind and grade, and in that case the holder of the receipts for the mingled goods owns the entire
mass in common, and each holder is entitled to such proportion of it as the quantity shown by the holder's
receipt to have been deposited bears to the whole. *

As the WRA was first proclaimed in the 1940s, it is doubtful that natural gas storage
operations were the situations to which the WRA was originally meant to apply. Nonetheless,

there is nothing in the WRA suggesting it would not be found to apply to gas storage
operations:

1)

Storage operators fit within the WRA's definition ofa "warehouser,"14 and operators
are allowed to commingle the delivered gas, if not explicitly by agreement, then

definitely by custom. It is likely, however, that natural gas pipeline operators are
not captured by the definition (as natural gas is delivered to pipelines for
transportation, not storage) and, therefore, the WRA probably does not apply to
transportation agreements;
2)

Although base gas, if any is present in a storage cavern, may not be considered

fungible for the purposes of s. 15 of the WRA because it has not been processed to
remove sulphur, water, other hydrocarbons, etc., all delivered gas likely would be

considered fungible; and
3)

If base gas was present, there would be practical problems in calculating what
proportion of the commingled mass each producer would be entitled to, as the total
amount of gas present would not be known. However, this would only be an issue
if there was less gas in the reservoir than the total amount of gas that had been

delivered by the producers. Further, if the base gas was actually fungible (thereby
removing the potential problem identified above), each producer would acquire an
interest in the base gas, as well as in all delivered gas. Therefore, it would only be
in situations where the volumetric sum ofall the delivered gas and the base gas was
less than the total volume of gas that the operator was contractually obliged to
return to the producers that the calculation implied in s. 15 of the WRA would be
required.

None of the foregoing points would seem to displace the applicability of the WRA. The
most problematic factor in determining its applicability would be whether producers,
pursuant to storage agreements, are in possession ofanything that qualifies as a "warehouse
receipt" for the purposes of the WRA. The WRA defines a warehouse receipt as "an
acknowledgment in writing by a warehouser of the receipt for storage of goods not the

British Columbia, Yukon, Manitoba, and Ontario have similarly worded provisions in ihcir Warehouse
Receipts Acts: see R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 481.s. l4;R.S.Y.2002,c.227,s. l4;C.C.S.M.,c. W-30.S. I5;and
R.S.O. 1990, c. W.3, s. 14, respectively; Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories do not have an
equivalent provision in their legislation.
The WRA defines a "warehouser" as "a person who receives goodsfor storage for reward" (supra note
12, s. l(k) [emphasis added]).
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warehouser's own."" It is possible that written nominations of natural gas to be delivered for
storage, possibly in conjunction with an operator's own records of measurements, would
satisfy the WRA's requirement fora warehouse receipt.

With the common law hierarchy ascending from common law to legislation to, in most
situations, private contracts, the common law and s. 15 of the WRA support the conclusion
that, in Canada, subject to anything to the contrary in the gas storage contract,16 all producers
would likely be found by an Alberta court to have a tenancy in common interest in the entire
mass of stored natural gas.

C.

Intention of the Parties and Contractual Arrangements

We will now consider the manner in which industry players are currently dealing with
ownership issues in storage and transportation contracts, and how such arrangements interact
with both the common law and the WRA.

Parties to transportation and storage agreements have typically attempted to arrange their
affairs with respect to ownership over the gas in one of two ways. The more common
arrangement is for the producer to retain title to the delivered gas while possession (and
usually risk) transfers to the operator. Although the actual word is not often seen in these
types of agreements, this is an attempt by the parties to create a bailment in respect to the
delivered gas. Under a bailment, a bailor {e.g., the producer) retains title in goods while a
bailee (e.g., the operator) takes possession of the goods for a limited purpose (such as
transportation or processing) and for a limited time. The other, less common, arrangement
is for the operator to acquire title to the gas for the period of time that the gas is in its
possession. As will be discussed below, if the gas streams that flow through the operator's

pipeline or storage facility arc not all dealt with in the same manner in respect to ownership
(i.e., some, but not all, producers have purported to retain title), those producers who have
not retained title might be prejudiced in the event of an operator's insolvency.
D.

The Efficacy of Purporting to Retain Title

in Commingled Natural Gas
Given the factual reality of pipeline and storage commingling and the impossibility of a
producer getting back the very gas molecules it has delivered to the operator, is it possible
in law for a producer to retain title in its shipped or stored gas? Put another way, does
commingling of fungible property obviate any attempt to create a bailment of such property?
One answer might be that two parties can create whatever relationship they desire,

including a bailment, regardless of the factual context of the transaction. However, the

following quote from Re Speedrack Ltd." is instructive in this regard:

Ibid., s. l(j).
But see Part III.D, below.

(1980), 33 C.B.R. (N.S.) 209 (Onl. S.C.) [Speedrack].
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The nature of the transaction may be apparent on the lace of the instruments, but if it is not, the court must
determine its nature ... from the surrounding circumstances. It is not merely a question of construing the
agreement between the parties, which may be quite clear. It is a question of determining the intention of the
parties, notwithstanding the form used in setting up the transaction. For this, extrinsic evidence may be
relevant and admissible.

Although a determination of the nature of the transaction in Speedrack was required for the
purpose of determining priority of security interests in personal property, the same principle
{i.e., substance over form) also applies to determining whether a transaction is u bailment or

something else.19 The title retention clause in a storage or transportation agreement will not
be interpreted in isolation, and when the entire wording of the agreement is reviewed in the

factual context of commingling, the title retention wording may be held not to govern.
To determine how a court would treat this issue, it is necessary to consider first the nature
of bailment in greater detail.
Bailment is a category of ownership created by common law. N.H. Palmer's text.

Bailment,1" states that the essence of bailment is that the bailed property should be returned
to the bailor when the bailment terminates. While the goods need not be in their precise
original form, "[w]hat is necessary is that the goods themselves, whether in altered or
original form, should be returnable and not merely some other goods ofequivalent character

or value."21 In South Australian Insurance, the Privy Council held that a consignment of
grain that was immediately commingled with other grain in an elevator did not create a
bailment but a sale of the grain, possibly subject to the original owner's right to repurchase
an equivalent quantity at a future time.

While there is no Canadian case law dealing with this question specifically in the context
of petroleum or natural gas, there are reported decisions involving cattle and precious metals
that draw the same conclusion. In Crawford v. Kingston," which involved cattle, the Court
cited South Australian Insurance and stated:
Whenever there is a delivery of property on a contract for an equivalent in money or some other valuable

commodity, and not for the return of the identical subject-matter in its original or an altered form, this was
a transferor property for value ... and not a bailment.... |l]f... the contract ... does not require the parly
receiving the chattel to return it in its original or an altered form ... the relation of vendor and purchaser is

created and (he title to the property passes to him and is in him.*3

//>/</. at 213.

Smith Australian Insurance Co. v. Xum&i//(1869), L.R. .1 P.C. 101 [South Australian Insurance],
N.E. Palmer, Bailment. 2d cd. (Sydney: Law Book. I991).
Ibid, at 135. See also Bruce H. Ziff. Principles ofProperty Law. 4th ed. (Toronto: Thomson Carswell.
2006) and Derek Mendcs Da Costa & Richard J. Balfour. Property Law: Cases. Text and Materials. 2d

ed. by Eileen E. Gillesc (Toronto: Emond Montgomery. 1990).
(1952] O.R. 714 (C.A.) [Crawford].

Ibid, all\7.
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In Re Delia Smelting & Refining Co.,2* McLachlin C.J.S.C. (as she then was) held that
none of the bankrupt refinery's customers, each of whom had delivered gold or silver to the
refinery on the condition that it be returned after refining, had a proprietary interest in the
proceeds from the sale of those metals. The reason was that the metals were intentionally
commingled with the customers' consent, making it impossible for them to be the subject of
a bailment.

Therefore, Canadian courts have consistently upheld the principle that if the identical
personal property delivered by an owner cannot be returned to the owner, a bailment is

impossible. There is nothing in these cases that indicate a similar result would not be arrived
at in the context of hydrocarbons.

However, there is U.S. authority specifically in the context of natural gas that strongly
supports the proposition thai commingling of natural gas does not negate the ability to create

a bailment.25 In Public Service Electric & Gas Co. v. Federal Power Commission,26 the
Federal Court of Appeal, Third Circuit, rejected the argument that commingled gas being
transported on a pipeline from Texas to New Jersey could not be the subject of a bailment.

The Court stated: "An essential ingredient of an exchange [i.e., a sale] is a transfer of title,
and this was clearly not intended by the parties. The arrangement between [the producer and

the operator] would involve nothing more than the bailment of a fungible commodity."27

Public Service was followed in Bristol Industries.2" In that case, the plaintiff contracted
to ship scrap metal to the defendant for conversion into alloy strips, which the plaintiffwould

repurchase. The defendant commingled the metal received from the plaintiffwith metal from
other customers. When the defendant became bankrupt, the plaintiff brought an action
seeking possession of and title to the metal it had shipped to the defendant, arguing that the
arrangement was a bailment. On appeal, the trial decision to dismiss the action was
overturned. Justice Mansfield stated that the trial judge had erred in finding that a bailment
could not exist as the metal had been commingled:
Second, (he trial judge erred in holding that the law of bailments is inapplicable to fungible goods. When

commingling is required by the needs oflhe trade and is done with the consent oflhe parties a bailment is
established if that is the intent of the parties."

In Canada, no court has yet endorsed the proposition that an agreement to create a
bailment of fungible goods will govern, despite commingling and the impossibility of
returning the bailor's chattels to it. A court called on to decide the matter in the future would
be faced on the one hand with American and English jurisprudence and a clear contractual

(1988). 33 B.C.L.R. (2d) 383 <S.C.) [Delta).
There is also English authority in the context of grain that supports this proposition. Sec Mercer v.
Cnnvn Grain Storage Ltd., [1994] C.L.C. 328 (H.L.), and its treatment in Lionel D. Smith, "Bailment
With Authority to Mix — and Substitute" (1995) 111 Law Q. Rev. 10.
371 F.2d I (3dCir. 1967) [Public Service).
Ibid, at para. 9. Sec also Brown, supra note 8 and 8A Am. Jr. 2d, Bailments § 40.
In re Bristol Industries Corp., 690 F.2d 26 (2d Cir. 1982) [Bristol Industries). See also In re Fuel Oil
Supply & Terminating Inc.. 837 F.2d 224 (5lh Cir. 1988).
Bristol Industries, ibid, at 30.
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intention (presuming a well-drafted title retention clause) to create a bailment, and on the
other hand with a well-entrenched Canadian common law principle and warehousing
legislation obviously not drafted with natural gas transmission and storage in mind.
One might think that the parties' stated intention would govern, but courts have not always
found that title to fungible goods stays with the customer in a transportation or storage

agreement, even when the agreement clearly states that it does.30 With no Canadian
jurisprudence to bind it or guide it, a court in a bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding could
certainly be persuaded by a bank's or other creditor's counsel to rely on:
the Crawfordand Delia cases, which, although involving grain and precious metals,
could be argued to be analogous to the natural gas industry; or
the Canadian common law principle and, in the case of gas storage operations in

provinces with an equivalent to the IVRA,1' legislation that state contributors of
fungible goods to a commingled mass own the mass as tenants in common
and find that the delivered gas, once commingled, was no longer owned in full by any party
and that instead: (a) title to the gas had been transferred to the operator; or (b) the entire
commingled mass of natural gas was owned as tenants in common by all parties that had
contributed to it. Such a finding would be especially possible where the transportation or
storage agreement was silent on the issue oftitle to delivered gas. Ifthe parties' contract does
not contain a well-drafted title retention clause, the possibility ofpersuading a court that the
arrangement is a bailment will be lessened.

Until there is Canadian jurisprudence on the topic, the only thing producers can do is to
try to negotiate transportation or storage agreements so as to evidence a clear and
unequivocal intention that title lo the delivered gas remains with them, notwithstanding any
commingling or (in the storage context) legislation. Indeed, some title retention clauses in
use in transportation and storage agreements in Western Canada exceed one page in length
in an effort to do just that.
E.

The Rule of Capture

Before moving on to discuss the importance of the ownership issues highlighted thus far
in the bankruptcy and insolvency context, the applicability of "the rule of capture" to stored
gas will be briefly analyzed.
The rule of capture is premised on particular assumptions about the ownership of certain

classes of things that arc migratory in nature.32 The rule has been expressly adopted in the
context of petroleum and natural gas in Canadian jurisprudence. The Supreme Court of

Canada recognized that the "proprietary [i.e., ownership] interest [in oil or gas] becomes real

J°

Sec. e.g., Cargill I.id v. lloeppner (1996). 109 Man. R. (2d) XI al para. 13 (Q-B.). in the context of
cattle.

"
32

Supra note 12.
In the nineteenth century, the relevant cases often involved wild animals. In the twentieth century, the
subject matter was often hydrocarbons.
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only when the substance is under control, when it has been piped, brought to the surface and
stored."33
The application of the rule of capture to stored gas (i.e., gas that has been previously
produced and re-injected underground for storage) has not arisen in Canada, but guidance
can be obtained from American jurisprudence. Some early U.S. cases relied on legal theories
of ownership to hold that once gas was injected for storage, ownership could no longer be
determined and the injected gas was subject to capture.34 This approach, however, was
overruled in later decisions, and presently the consensus U.S. position seems to be that where
the person injecting the gas did not intend to abandon it, and has injected it into an

adequately defined cavern, the ownership of the gas remains with that person.35
Abandonment is only to be inferred where oil or gas has been injected into "a formation that
is not well defined, [thus] the owner has physically relinquished the property by putting it

beyond control... [Abandonment will not be inferred where] the injector reasonably believes

that the storage reservoir is well defined."36
I fthe injector docs not have either the contractual or the statutory right to re-inject the gas.

there will be a risk that re-injected gas may again become subject to the law of capture.37
However, pursuant to the statutory scheme in place in Alberta, it can be argued that such reinjection rights are granted to all holders of petroleum and natural gas rights, at least

implicitly. Sections 57(1) to (4) of the Mines and Minerals Act3* state:
1I)

Subject to subsection (2).

(ti)

where a person owns the title to petroleum and natural gas in any land, that
person is the owner of the storage rights with respect to every underground
formation within that land...

(2)

Where a person owns title to a mineral in any land and operations for the recovery of the mineral

result or have resulted in the creation of a subsurface cavern in that land, that person is the owner of
the storage rights with respect to that subsurface cavern to the extent that it lies within that land.

(3)

A person who has storage rights in respect of a subsurface cavern within any land has the right to
recover any fluid mineral substance stored in that cavern, to the ewlusion ofany other person having
the right to recover a mineral from the same land.

(4)

In subsections (1) to (3), "person" includes the Crown in right of Alberta.

lierkheiser v. Berklieiser. [1957] S.C.R. 387 at 391 [Berkheiser]. Sec also Borys v. Canadian Pacific
Railway, [1953] 2 D.L.R. 65 (P.C.).

See, e.g., Hammond* v. Central Kentucky Natural Gas Co., 75 S.W.2d 204 (Ky. App. Ct. 1934).
See, e.K; Lone Star Gas Co. v. Murchison, 353 S.W.2d 870 (Tx. Ct. Civ. App. 1962).
R. Kunlz, Ktintz Oil and Gas
A Revision of Thornton (Cincinnati: Anderson Publishing Co.. 1987)
at 71.

Hut see Bennett Jones Verchere & Nigel Bankes. Canadian Oil and Gas, 2d ed., vol. I, looseleaf

(Markham, Onl.: Butlcrworlhs Canada. 1993) at 2.14. See also Anderson v. Beech Aircraft Corp., 699
P.2d 1023 (Kan. 1985).

R.S.A. 2000, c.M-17 [MMA].
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From this, assuming that storage operators have title to the petroleum and natural gas
reservoirs into which the natural gas is being rc-injected or stored, storage operators likely
have the sole (statutory) right to inject and recover the delivered natural gas. As there is no
explicit intention to abandon the injected natural gas, the rule of capture will likely not be
held to apply, so long as the reservoir is, or is thought to be, well enough defined such that
the operator could retain physical control over the injected natural gas.
It should be noted that s. 57(3) does not grant the storage operator title to the natural gas
stored in a cavern; it simply gives the operator the right to recover it. Title, and therefore
ownership, over the stored gas is not decided by the MMA.

Having introduced the general issues surrounding the ownership of stored and shipped
natural gas, it is appropriate to move to a discussion of bankruptcy and insolvency law, to
gain an appreciation of when the ownership issues will "matter" and why.
IV. The Interaction of an Operator's Bankruptcy

or Insolvency and Natural Gas Ownership
A.

Introduction to Bankruptcy and Insolvency Principles
This article is not intended to be a treatise on bankruptcy and insolvency law. Rather, we

will only briefly identify those principles of bankruptcy and insolvency law that will impact
the rights of a producer.

There are three fundamental principles ofinsolvency law that are important in this context.
These three principles apply, with only slight modifications, in all the different types of

formal Canadian insolvency proceedings {i.e., receiverships, interim receiverships,

bankruptcies. Companies' Creditors Arrangement Acf proceedings, and proposals under
the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act**). The three fundamental principles are:
Preservation of Pre-Insolvency Entitlements: a creditor's rights in a debtor's
insolvency are determined by the pre-existing rights that the creditor enjoyed as at
the commencement of the debtor's insolvency;
Recourse to Debtor's Assets Only: once the insolvency proceeding commences

(subject only to a few exceptions), the debtor company or insolvency representative
(and the debtors creditors) have recourse only to the property that was owned by

the debtor at the time of the insolvency {i.e., only the debtor's own assets are
available for distribution to its creditors); and

Payment in Accordance with Pre-existing Priority: secured creditors' respective
entitlements to the debtor's assets are determined by a priority system, whereby first
priority creditors are paid in full before lower-level priority creditors receive

R.S.C. 1985, c. C-36 [CCAA\.
R.S.C. l985.c.B-3|fi//l].
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anything. Generally speaking, the priority that existed at the commencement of the
insolvency does not alter thereafter.

Given these three fundamental concepts, it is easy to see that certain queries must necessarily
be answered in virtually every insolvency proceeding:
What assets were owned by the debtor at the commencement of the insolvency and,
therefore, were available for distribution to creditors (or stated another way, was a
particular asset owned by someone other than the debtor at the start of the
insolvency and, therefore, unavailable to the debtor's creditors)?
•

With respect to the assets that were owned by the debtor at the start of the
insolvency, what rights (i.e., security) did creditors have in those assets at that time?
What is the relative priority of such creditors' rights in those assets?

The issue of ownership of assets at the date of the insolvency is determined by the

common law, equity, and statutes, rather than by specific rules of insolvency law. Natural

gas, once captured and extracted, constitutes personal property.41 Therefore, the entire body
of law that applies to the ownership of personal property in non-insolvency situations will

apply to determine the ownership of natural gas in an insolvency. For example, legal and
equitable title to natural gas can be severed by way of express trusts, resulting trusts, or
constructive trusts. Determining who is the legal and equitable owner of natural gas that is
in the possession or control of a debtor company at the commencement of its insolvency and
what rights other parties have therein requires an examination of the factual circumstances,

the contractual arrangements in place, and the rules of common law, equity, and statute law.
Given that extracted natural gas is personal property, the relative interests of secured
creditors in natural gas that is in the possession or control of an insolvent person may be
impacted by the applicable provincial personal property security legislation. The legislation
governs the creation, perfection, and priority of"security interests" in all personal property,
including goods.42 A security interest is an interest granted by A to B in personal property
in which A has an interest, to secure A's performance of an obligation (usually, but not
invariably, the repayment of debt) owed to B.

It is possible, and indeed commonplace, for more than one secured creditor to hold a
security interest in the same personal property at the same time. When this is the case, the
relative priorities of the competing security interests must be determined. The PPSA concept

of "perfection" determines priority. Security interests are most commonly perfected by way

ofregistration in the provincial Personal Property Registries.43 The secured creditor who first
perfected its security interest is entitled to receive all the proceeds of that personal property,

Sec. e.g.. Re film- Range Resource Corp., {I999| A.J. No. 1665 (Q.H.) (QL).
The personal property security regimes are substantially identical in all Canadian provinces. I lercinaUcr.
references lo "the I'PSA" refer to the Alberta Personal Properly Security Ail, R.S.A. 2000, c. P-7
\PPSA).

For further reading respecting the PPSA, readers are referred lo Ronald C.C. Cuming & Roderick J.
Wood, Alberta Personal Properly Security Act Handbook, 4th cd. (Toronto: Carswell. 1998).
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to the exclusion of lower-ranking creditors, until it is paid in full. Then, if there remains a
surplus after payment in full of the priority creditor, the surplus will be paid to the holder of
the second-ranking security interest to the exclusion ofall subordinate secured creditors, and
so on.

B.

Operator Bankruptcy Scenarios

By definition, insolvency involves a situation in which a debtor owns insufficient assets

to repay all its creditors. While the likelihood of a pipeline or storage facility owner
becoming insolvent may seem remote, there is always a possibility that such an event might

arise, for example ifan operator's parent company became insolvent. As a result, producers
may experience a situation in which the operator is not in possession ofenough gas to satisfy
all of its obligations to producers, or a situation in which the operator's non-producer

creditors have not been paid and wish to assert claims against the operator's interest in stored
or shipped gas.
C.

The Difficulty with Asserting Ownership Rights

Over Stored or Shipped Gas

Obviously, the best possible result for a producer in a gas shortage situation would be an

affirmation of the producer's ownership of its stored or transported gas, and the ability to
retake possession of an equal quantity ofgas, free and clear of the claims of other producers

or creditors. Ways in which creditors or customers outside the natural gas industry have
traditionally tried to preserve their ability to retake their chattels in the event of their
counterparty's insolvency are through the following types of contractual clauses:
stipulating that the party in possession of the chattels will keep the chattels
segregated, unmingled with other chattels, and in an identifiable form;
reserving legal and equitable title in the property to the owner; and/or

requiring the party having physical possession of their property to declare a trust
over such property, by which the possessor holds the property for the benefit ofthe
owner.

1.

Segregation
i

Obviously, in a gas storage or transportation scenario, the operator will never be able to
segregate the producer's gas molecules. They will be commingled with the gas molecules of
all other producers, customers, and possibly with those ofthe operator as well. Segregation
clauses will likely be of no practical assistance.
2.

Reservation of Title

As referred to above, while Canadian courts have not addressed the issue of whether title
to commingled fungible goods can be retained by agreement, it seems that purporting

expressly to reserve title to stored or shipped gas is likely a necessary precondition (or at
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least a prudent precaution) to ensuring that a producer becomes, or remains, a co-owner of

the commingled quantity of gas. It is difficult to see how a producer could become a coowner (under the common law or the WRA 44) if it transferred all ownership rights to its own
gas upon delivery. Therefore, ifa producer expressly transfers title to its gas to the operator,
it will have a very difficult time later trying to obtain any proprietary remedy in the event of
the operator's insolvency. As a result, reservation of title would seem to be prudent in all
cases, from the producer's perspective.
3.

Trusts

Could a court find that a transportation or storage arrangement gives rise to a trust
situation? There is a great deal of case law afllrming this approach to the commingling of

trust funds, (i.e., money).45 However, as will be demonstrated below, serious difficulties arise
when one tries to access any practically useful trust remedies in the situation where the
commingled property is fungible, like natural gas.
a.

Express Trusts

The simple declaration of a trust by an operator for the benefit of a producer {i.e., an
"express trust") will probably not be effective at protecting the producer's gas. Even in

simple insolvency situations where the property sought to be recovered is not commingled
fungible property, it is a precondition of successfully establishing an express trust that the

creditor be able to identify positively the exact property (or the traceable proceeds thereof)
over which the trust was declared.46 This requirement is strictly construed, since the
recognition of a trust in the insolvency setting is a very powerful remedy. Unless the court
is satisfied, to a high level of probability, that the asset being "removed" from the debtor's
estate and returned to the trust beneficiary, is the very same property equitably owned by the
beneficiary and not another asset belonging to the debtor, a trust will not be recognized.
The difficulty of satisfying this precondition in the situation of commingled natural gas
is obvious. No producer can ever identify the specific gas molecules that it delivered to the
operator.

One can envision an argument, however, where an aggregate quantity of gas remains in
the possession of the operator, which is greater than the volume delivered by the trust
claimant, wherein the trust claimant argues that it can prove that its "trust volume" is
contained therein. Perhaps such a claimant would have an even stronger argument where it
was the only customer that had negotiated a declaration of trust from the operator. This
hypothetical situation engages issues of tracing, which will be discussed below. In effect,
such an argument would seek to have the law treat a commingled volume of natural gas in
a manner similar to a mixed fund of money (where beneficiaries, depending on the facts, can
sometimes successfully rely on such arguments to assert trust claims against "mixed" funds).

.Supra note 12.
Bank ofNora Scotia v. Canada (SocieU- General) (1988), 87 A.R. 133 (C.A.) [Bank ofNova Scolia}.

Re Inrig Shoe Co., 11924] 4 D.L.R. 625 (Ont. S.C.). See also Re Thompson (1930), 11 C.B.R. 263 (Onl.
S.C.).
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No Canadian case has analyzed commingled natural gas in such a fashion, and we propose
below that such treatment would be unlikely.
b.

Constructive Trusts

Even if an express trust will be unavailable because the relevant agreement contains no
trust language, there are other potential routes to establishing a trust, the most common of
which is the assertion of a constructive trust. A plaintiff seeking to establish a constructive
trust need not prove that the debtor agreed to declare a trust. The strength and flexibility of
the constructive trust arises from the fact that it can be awarded by the courts as a remedy.
In Canada, there are generally two methods by which a party can claim that it is the
beneficiary ofa constructive trust: where a defendant obtains property by a wrongful act such
as the breach of an equitable duty ("wrongful conduct"); or where a defendant would be
unjustly enriched to the plaintiffs detriment by being permitted to keep property for himself

("unjust enrichment").47
(i)

"Wrongful Conduct" Constructive Trusts
In Soulos v. Korkontzilas, McLachlin J. (as she then was) set out a number of indicia or

conditions that she considered helpful in finding the existence of a constructive trust:
(1)

The defendant must have been under an equitable obligation, that is, an obligation of the type that
courts of equity have enforced, in relation to activities giving rise to the assets in his hands;

(2)

The assets in the hands of the defendant must be shown to have resulted from deemed or actual
agency activities oflhc defendant in breach of his equitable obligation to the plaintiff:

(3)

The plaintiff must show a legitimate reason for seeking a proprietary remedy, either personal or
related to the need to ensure that others like the defendant remain faithful to their duties and;

(4)

There must be no factors which would render imposition of a constructive tmst unjust in all the

circumstances of the case; e.g.. the interests of intervening creditors must be protected.48
It is possible that, in an extreme case involving a storage or pipeline operator, a producer

may be able to establish a "wrongful conduct" constructive trust. Dealing with the first
factor, it is possible that storage or pipeline operators are fiduciaries, just as joint venture

operators have been held to be.41* Second, if the operator breached its duties to a producer
(presumably by dealing with the producer's gas in such a way that it was misappropriated
or otherwise became unrecoverable), elements two and three might be satisfied.

[I997J2S.C.R.217.

Ibid, at para. 45.
See, e.g.. Bank ofNova Scotia, supra note 45 and Erehwon Exploration Ltd. v. Northstar Energy Corp.
(1993), 147A.R.I (Q.B.).
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The most challenging part of a producer's claim for a "wrongful conduct" constructive
trust would likely be to convince a court that it would not be "unjust" to award a proprietary
remedy to the producer. By definition, all the other commingled producers will be in the
same situation whenever there is insufficient gas to recover the total aggregate volume they
collectively delivered. In such a scenario, any award of full recovery to a single purchaser
will entail a lower recovery for one or more of the other producers. Those producers can be
expected to oppose the trust claimant's argument that the imposition of trust would not be
"unjust." From their perspectives, it would be extremely unjust. This "collective dilemma"
will be discussed further below.
(ii)

"Unjust Enrichment" Constructive Trusts

Unjust enrichment is the second route to a constructive trust. In Becker v. Petthus*0 the
Supreme Court ofCanada enunciated the two-step approach for imposing a constructive trust
based on unjust enrichment. First, a claim for unjust enrichment must be established and
second, imposition of the constructive trust must be determined to be the appropriate relief
in the circumstances. In Pettkus, Dickson J. held that entitlement to a remedy for unjust

enrichment would be based on: "an enrichment, a corresponding deprivation and absence of

any juristic reason for the enrichment."51
Again, one can foresee circumstances in which an operator (or its customer, or another

producer) may be enriched by the receipt of a producer's gas, with the producer being
correspondingly deprived. The inquiry into whether there is a "juristic reason" justifying the
enrichment and deprivation is reallyjust another way ofasking whether the enrichment ought

to be remedied because it is "unjust." Significantly, the answer to this question may depend
not only on the relative equities of the producer and the operator, but the interests of third
parties may be relevant as well.

For example, Canadian courts have declined to award remedies based on unjust
enrichment because of the intervening interests of third-party secured creditors. The case of

McDiarmid Lumber Ltd. v. Canadian Imperial Bank ofCommerce" is an extreme example,
in which the debtor was mistakenly paid funds to which it had no entitlement. The debtor's
bank applied the funds to reduce the debtor's outstanding debt, and the bank's legal right to
take funds in the debtor's possession to reduce its outstanding balance was found to be a
sufficient juristic reason allowing the enrichment of the bank and preventing the mistaken
payor from recovering. As well, even where a producer successfully argues that there has
been unjust enrichment and it is otherwise entitled to restitution, it must still (as in all trust
scenarios) be able to point to the identifiable property that is the subject of the trust, or the
traceable proceeds thereof, or else it cannot receive the benefit of a constructive trust
remedy.53 Even where the hurdle of identifying or tracing the trust property is overcome, the
courts still retain discretion as to whether the awarding of a proprietary remedy is
appropriate.54 Commingling will make this practically impossible.

[19X0] 2 S.C.R. 834 [Pettkus].
Ibid at 848.
(1992), 71 B.C.L.R. (2d) 301 (S.C.) [McDiarmUI].
Barnahe v. Touhey (1995). 26 O.R. (3d)477 (C.A.).

Sec. e.g., LAC Minerals Lid. \: International Corona Resources Ltd, 11989] 2 S.C.R. 574.
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Can the Rules of Tracing Assist in Asserting a Trust Claim?
One way in which a producer could overcome the fact that it cannot positively identify the

very molecules of gas it delivered for the purpose of identifying trust property would be to
try to characterize the commingled mass as a "fund" of gas in order to allow application of
the tracing rules that apply to money. The rules of tracing have developed at common law
and in equity over hundreds of years ofjurisprudence. A complete discussion of the rules is

beyond the scope of this article.55
It is possible that if some, but not all, producers have negotiated for title retention or can

make a trust argument, they may recover in full, to the detriment of those producers without
such contractual protection. For example, consider the simple hypothetical situation of three

producers who have each delivered 100 gigajoules (GJ) of gas to the operator's storage
facility. Only two of the three have purported to retain title to their gas or required the

operator to declare a trust for their benefit. The other has expressly transferred title to the
operator. At the time of the operator's insolvency, there are only 250 GJ of gas in the storage
facility (the operator wrongly delivered 50 GJ to a third party after the three producers

injected their gas for storage). All three producers are "innocent," in the sense that none of
them had anything to do with the operator's wrongful delivery.

The two producers with title retention/trust rights will attempt to assert that the remaining
"fund" of gas contains the volumes held in trust for, or owned by, them. In such scenarios

involving money, the law oftracing sometimes allows the wronged trust beneficiaries to take
the benefit of factual presumptions to the detriment of the operator. Specifically, these two
producers may be allowed the benefit of the presumption that the 50 GJ removed from the
mixed fund were gas molecules belonging to the operator (or the third producer), and not to
them. Their argument would be facilitated by the fact that the third produccrdid not negotiate
a title retention clause or trust rights for its benefit.

The applicability of such tracing rules to the natural gas scenario has not been tested in
Canadian courts. However, one can foresee a significant difficulty with the courts applying
such an analysis. First, unlike the money scenario, the law may regard all producers as

owners in common of all natural gas in the mixed fund. In other words, if that is the case,
each producer owns an undivided interest in each natural gas molecule in the mixed fund.

It is an open question as to whether a declaration of trust would override this possible
"default" of tenancy in common, but the impossibility of identifying the subject of any trust
may convince a court that it should not.

Even if there is a chance that courts will not give any preference to producers who have
attempted to retain title or obtain the benefit of trust declarations, it will be prudent for
producers to attempt to retain title, perhaps to demand representations and warranties from
operators that no other producer is being given higher trust/title retention rights, or otherwise
to build into their contracts a similar "guarantee." Producers would be well served to attempt

For a comprehensive scholarly treatment ofthe subject, readers shou Id consult Lionel D. Smith. The Law
of Tracing (New York: Ojcford University Press, 1997).
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to ensure that they have at least as good trust/title retention rights as the other producers with
whom their gas will be commingled.

Setting aside the example where some but not all producers have retained title, and
assuming that all producers have equal or equivalent "equities" vis-a-vis the operator {i.e.,
no producer is in any greater control of the operator, nor more responsible for the cause of
the gas shortage in the storage facility), courts will probably incline towards having

producers share the loss of any shortfall on rxpro rata basis.56 This result probably makes
sense and is perhaps the only logical result, if it is indeed the case that each producer has a
pro rata common ownership interest in each gas molecule in the mixed mass.
As indicated above, it is not likely that a court would determine that a trust, even a
constructive trust, existed between an operator and a producer over a producer's commingled

natural gas. Given the findings in Delta57 and Crawford,™ the arrangement could be found
to be a sale, perhaps with an implied term of resale at the delivery point.59 But given the
overall objective and express provisions of most transportation and storage agreements, such

a finding might be unlikely. As discussed above,60 the proper characterization of the
relationship between operators and producers is likely either that of a bailment or a tenancy
in common.
D.

Personal Property Security Considerations

While it will not always be the case, we will assume for the purposes of this discussion
that most operators will have entered into a general security agreement with their primary
lender, usually a bank (the Bank). As a result, the Bank will have taken the common step of
acquiring a security interest in all of the operator's present and after-acquired personal
property and will have perfected that security interest by registration, prior to any particular
producer having dealings with the operator. Thus, the Bank will have a first-ranking security
interest in all the operator's personal property.

Where an insolvent operator cannot pay its non-producer creditors, including the Bank,
those creditors might assert their security rights against all the gas in the possession of the
operator, including the gas that had been delivered by producers. In this scenario, one ofthe
issues that would have to be dealt with is the manner in which the rights of the operator's
secured creditors would interact with the rights of producers. How will a producer's interest
in the stored or transported gas measure up against the Bank's security interest?

Ibid at 73; Sec also Ureymac Trust Co. v. Ontario (Securities Commission) (1986), 55 O.R. (2d) 673
(C.A.), afTd 1I988| 2 S.C.R. 172. Here, the courts affirmed the principle of pro rata sharing of loss
rather than applying tracing rules, which would have greatly benefited some trust beneficiaries and
greatly harmed others, all of whom were equally "innocent" respecting the cause of the shortfall.
Supra note 24.
Supra note 22.

See Lawlor v. Nicol (1898), 12 Man. R. 224 (C.A.).

See Part 111 above.
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The Nemo Dat Protection

Generally speaking, a debtor's mere possession of personal property is enough of an

interest in that property for the debtor to grant security interests therein.61 However, the
debtor can only grant a security interest over the very rights it has in the property (nemo dat
quodnon habet). Therefore, if the debtor has only a possessory interest in personal property,
it can grant to its creditors no more than a security interest in that possessory interest. The

result is that in traditional situations, an owner of personal property who has granted mere
possession to a debtor, need not worry about any security interests granted therein by the
debtor. The owner's interest will always "trump" the mere right ofpossession. Without more,
there is no reason why this general rule would not apply in the commingled gas scenario: the

operator only owns a common interest in the commingled gas (proportionate to the volumes
of base gas owned by it or to the volumes with respect to which it has received a transfer of
title from producers). Again, title retention would be prudent for all producers, as it may be
a precondition to becoming an owner in common.
2.

A PPSA PITFALL

There are, however, situations under the PPSAbl in which the owner can lose ownership
of its personal property. For example, s. 20(a)(i) of the PPSA presents such a risk in the
context of bankruptcies and states:
A security interest
(a)

in collateral is not effective as against

(i)

a trustee in bankruptcy il'lhe security interest is unperfected at the date of bankruptcy.

Therefore, ifa producer's interest is considered to be a "security interest" and that security
interest is not perfected as at the date ofthe operator's bankruptcy, the producer can actually
lose its asset. This is likely a relatively rare occurrence, because the PPSA generally calls for
the characterization oftransactions according to their substance. In other words, the law will
consider an arrangement between two parties to be a security agreement only if, in substance,
the purpose ofthe agreernent is to secure the performance ofan obligation owed by one party
(the grantor of the interest) to the other (the grantee). However, one could envision a
producer wanting an operator to grant a security interest in the delivered gas to secure the

performance by the operator of its obligation to redeliverthe gas. The potential pitfalls and
benefits of doing so are discussed below.
Additionally, the PPSA also "deems" some arrangements to be security agreements even
when they would not otherwise satisfy the "in substance" test. The two most notable such
arrangements are leases ofpersonal property for a term greater than one year and commercial
consignments of personal property.

Armory v. Delamirie (1795). 1 Sir. 505,93 E.R. 664 (K.B.D.).

Supra note 42.
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A lease of personal property is a transaction whereby the owner grants exclusive
possession of the personal property to the other party for an agreed period of time in
consideration for the payment of rent.63
"Commercial consignment" is defined in s. 1(1 )(h) of the PPSA as follows:
(h)

"commercial consignment" mcuns a consignment under which goods are delivered lor sale, lease or
other disposition to a consignee who, in the ordinary course of the consignee's business, deals in goods
of that description, by a consignor who,
(i)

in the ordinary course of the consignor's business, deals in goods of that description, and

(ii)

reserves an interest in the goods after they have been delivered,

but docs not include an agreement under which goods arc delivered to an auctioneer lor sale or to a
consignee for sale, lease or other disposition if it is generally known to the creditors of the consignee

that the consignee is in the business of selling or leasing goods of others.

In lease or commercial consignment situations, it is actually possible for the owner to lose

its property to a trustee in bankruptcy, even though the owner, on any "traditional" analysis,

never granted more than mere possessory rights to the debtor lessee or consignee.64 This is
because, as recognized by the Supreme Court of Canada, the personal property security
regimes modify the common law principles of "title" and "ownership." As endorsed by
lacobucci J. for the Court:
Provincial legislatures, faced with a policy choice involving the competing interests of the true owner and

those of third parties dealing with the ostensible owner, have decided that the true owner must forfeit title,
when faced with a competing interest, if she failed to register her interest as required. The court also noted
that true leases were not regulated by the personal property regimes until recently. Thus, "as a general rule
the common law did not allow the lessor's title to leased goods to be defeated through some dealing of the

lessee. However, the Personal Property Security Act has effected far-reaching changes to the law."65
Thus, because of the increased risk of lease and consignment scenarios, it will be wise to
avoid structuring natural gas storage or transportation agreements in such a way that any
lease or consignment elements "creep" in.

3.

Applicability oi; the PPSA to Stored Gas

The PPSA specifically discusses extracted minerals, stating that a debtor (i.e., someone

who purports to grant a security interest in personal property comprising minerals) has no
interest in such minerals, and therefore no ability to grant a security interest therein, until the
minerals are "extracted."6* One issue that has not yet been dealt with in PPSA jurisprudence,
however, is whether natural gas loses its character as personal property if it is re-injected
back into an underground reservoir for storage. If subsequent removal from the storage

61

Wol-Mav Amusements Ltd. v. Jimmy's Dining. & Sports Lounge (Receivers of) (1997), 200 A.R. 31
(C.A.).

M
"
**

Re Cijfen, [1998] 1 S.C.R. 91.
Ibid at para. 52.
Supra note 42. s. 12( .1).
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reservoir is considered to be "extraction," this argument may have some credence. The result
might be that the PPSA has no application at all to gas stored in underground reservoirs.
4.

The PPSA Commingling Rules

Section 39 of the PPSA addresses the situation where goods are commingled with other
goods into an inseparable mass. The basic rules set out in s. 39 arc:

• a perfected security interest in the goods that become commingled continues in the
commingled mass;

• the perfection date of a secured creditor's security interest in the commingled goods is
the same as the date it perfected its security interest in the goods prior to commingling;
• a secured creditor's priority in the mass is limited to a maximum amount of the value of
its security interest in the prc-commingled goods;
• ifmore than one perfected security interest is continued into the commingled mass under
s. 39, the secured creditors are entitled to share in the commingled mass/wo rala as per
the market value of the secured gas that forms part of the mass; and
• a purchase money security interest (PMSI) in the pre-commingled goods generally takes

priority over other security interests in the commingled mass.67
The rules set out in s. 39 will probably not produce any surprising results ill a dispute
between the operator's secured creditors and producers.

First, the section only governs priority competitions between security interests that were
perfected prior to commingling. It is questionable (or even doubtful) whether the operator's
Bank has a perfected security interest in & producer's gas prior to commingling. The Bank
does not have an attached security interest in a producer's gas until, among other things, the
Bank's debtor (the operator) has "rights in" the producer's gas. Ifthe only right acquired by

the operator is the right to possess the gas, this right does not arise until the moment of
delivery, at which point the gas is already commingled (i.e.. the Bank's security interest is
not perfected in the producer's gas until the very moment when commingling occurs and is
therefore not perfected in the pre-commingled gas). However, it will be a matter ofthe proper
interpretation of the storage agreement to determine when the operator first obtains rights in
the producer's gas. An operator may have other rights in the gas that are obtained prior to
delivery/commingling.
However, where the operator owns gas in the storage facility prior to a producer delivering
its own gas (cither because the operator owns the base gas in the facility or because other
producers have transferred title in their gas to the operator), the Bank wouldhavc a perfected

security interest in the pre-existing gas that then becomes commingled with the producer's
gas. Section 39 would apply and the Bank's security interest in the commingled mass would

Ihid, s. 39.
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pre-date the date of the producer's delivery. However, the Bank's security interest will be
limited to the value of the operator's gas.
Notably, s. 39 does not affect a producer's interest in the gas unless that interest is a
security interest. As also noted previously, it is unlikely that a producer's interest in the
stored gas is "in substance" an interest that secures the performance of an obligation owed
by the operator to the producer, unless explicit granting language is used in the storage
agreement. If the storage agreement is drafted in such a way that the arrangement is neither
a lease nor a commercial consignment ofthe gas, the producer's interest will not be a deemed
security interest either. Therefore, s. 39 would not impact a producer's rights to its stored gas
as an owner.

The application of s. 39 in the stored gas scenario seems to be most relevant, therefore,

in a priority contest as between secured creditors of two or more producers. However, its
application will be of practical interest only where one or more producers is insolvent or a
producer and operator are simultaneously insolvent, and their respective secured creditors
are seeking to assert priority to the stored or delivered gas. It is only ifthe producer's interest
in the delivered gas is a security interest (deemed or in substance), that the section would
affect the rights of a producer vis-a-vis the Bank.
5.

Practical Possibilities of Enhancing a

Producer's Position Under the PPSA

One of the questions that producers may wish to consider is whether their risk can be
minimized by crafting their contracts so that the operator grants them a security interest in

their stored or transported gas. The advisability ofsuch a course ofaction will be determined
by at least two considerations: (I) can operators realistically hope to achieve priority for such
a security interest under the PPSA; and (2) will the taking of such steps under the PPSA
potentially harm their chances of recovery as the owner of the gas?

Beginning with the assumption that the Bank has a "first-in-time" registration against all
of the operator's present and after-acquired personal property, the question is whether

producers can somehow "jump ahead" of that registration by claiming "super-priority." The
most common method of doing so in the PPSA context is by way of a PMSI. PMSIs are
denned in s. l(l)(ll) of the PPSA as follows:
(II)

"purchase-money security interest" means

(i)

a security interest taken or reserved in collateral to secure payment of all or part of its purchase
price.

(ii)

a security interest taken in collateral by a person who gives value for the purpose of enabling the
debtor to acquire rights in the collateral, to the extent that the value is applied to acquire those
rights,

(iii)

the interest of a lessor of gouds under a lease fur a term of more than one year, or

(iv)

the interest ofa person who delivers goods to another person under a commercial consignment,
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but does not include a transaction of sale by and lease back to the seller, and. for the purposes of this
definition, "purchase price" and "value" include credit charges or interest payable in respect of the
purchase or loan.

If properly registered (see below), the secured creditor holding a PMS1 enjoys superpriority over all other security interests in the personal property collateral acquired with the
credit provided by the PMS1 secured creditor.
The standard PMSI scenario is where a lender provides credit that the debtor uses to
acquire a new piece of property. Giving the lender a super-priority in this circumstance is
justifiable on a policy basis, as it encourages lenders to advance funds where there is already
a first-in-time secured creditor, thereby making credit more readily available. The existing
first-in-time creditor is not prejudiced, because it advanced credit when the debtor did not
own the "new" asset and, therefore, it did not rely on having recourse to the new asset.
Although not often seen, one can envision a storage or transportation agreement drafted
so that the producer either: (a) takes a security interest in the gas delivered to the operator to
secure payment of all or part of the purchase price of the gas; or (b) gives value for the
purpose of enabling the operator to acquire rights in the gas. There are some potentially
serious difficulties associated with producers trying to take advantage of this approach,
however.

First, it is probably the case that either of these transactions, which satisfy the PMS! test,
would require the producer to transfer title in the gas to the operator. If title is transferred to
the operator, the producer's ability to argue that it is a co-owner of the commingled mass is
potentially eroded. The contractually agreed transfer of title might potentially bargain away

the beneficial effect of the WRA.M
Second, the PPSA contains another potential difficulty. Natural gas, in the operator's
hands, may be "inventory." Inventory is defined in the PPSA as "goods":
(i)

that arc held by a person for sale or lease, or that have been leased by that person.

(ii)

that are to be furnished by a person or have been furnished by that person under a contract of service,

(iii) that arc raw materials or work in progress, or

(iv) that arc materials used or consumed in a business.'''
The PPSA classifies all goods as one of "inventory," "consumer goods," or "equipment."
The proper characterization of goods is generally determined by the use to which the debtor
(in our scenario, the operator) puts the goods when they are acquired. "Consumer goods" are
defined as goods that are "used or acquired for use primarily for personal, family or

household purposes."70 Obviously, the operator does not acquire gas for that purpose.
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"Equipment" is defined as goods that are not inventory or consumer goods.7' Based on these
definitions, there is at least a risk that gas in an operator's hands is inventory, not equipment.
To obtain a valid super-priority PMSI, there are different procedural steps to be taken,
depending on whether the collateral is inventory or equipment. Ifthe collateral is equipment,
the secured creditor need only register its security interest at the provincial Personal Property
Registry within 15 days of the operator obtaining possession of the gas. As long as a
producer makes the registration within 15 days after it first delivers gas to the operator, all
subsequent deliveries will also be protected by the PMSI. If the gas is inventory, however,
the procedural steps required to obtain a valid super-priority PMSI are more onerous. The
secured creditor must: (a) register its security interest prior to the operator obtaining
possession of the producer's gas; and (b) prior to delivering any gas, send a notice to all
existing secured creditors advising them that the producer will be delivering gas to the
operator, in which it expects to obtain a PMSI. It is arguable that the producer would have
to send such a notice before every redelivery of gas (certainly if, at the time of the new
delivery, the operator was holding none of the producer's gas — probably a more likely

occurrence in llic storage, as opposed to the transportation, scenario).
Therefore, attempting to obtain a super-priority PMSI is a process that is potentially
fraught with serious pitfalls. Not only are the registration requirements somewhat technical
and potentially administratively intensive, there is also a risk that if the parties attempt to
create a security agreement "in substance," a court will find that they therefore intended that
the producer would not retain any ownership or property rights in the stored or transported
gas. That would be potentially throwing away a producer's "trump card."
V. Moving Towards a New Category of Ownership

There arc many reasons why the Western Canadian natural gas industry probably, in
general, wants title to remain with producers. One reason is that in the last ten to 20 years,
it has become producers, not operators, that contract with downstream consumers and other
purchasers of natural gas. These purchasers understandably want to be completely certain

that the party they arc paying for the gas is the party that has title to it, so the upstream and
midstream industry participants have tried, to various degrees, to give purchasers this
certainty by arranging their upstream affairs so that title to produced natural gas remains with
the producers at all times and at all phases of the processing and transportation process.
The possibility that ownership over delivered natural gas does not, in fact, remain with the
producer, possibly even where there is clear and unequivocal contractual language to that

effect, is probably not the outcome most industry participants would expect or desire.
Further, the result in the U.S. is the opposite: producers and operators can arrange their

activities to have title to shipped/stored gas remain with producers even though the gas is

commingled. The high level of interconnection between the Canadian and U.S. natural gas
industries is one impetus for aligning the two legal systems with respect to the ownership
issue. Other reasons include certainty and protection for the industry, as well the principle
of a free market economy that commercial parties should be able to arrange their affairs as
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they see fit, with a minimal level of interference from the legal system. While there arc some
aspects of a free market economy where a greater overall benefit arises from prohibiting
certain types ofactivities (e.g., monopolies, cartel activities, consumer protection), it is hard
to fathom a principled reason why owners of fungible goods, such as natural gas, and parties
in the business of transporting or processing such goods cannot enter into a bailment.

There is merit in looking beyond the traditional concepts of title and ownership, which
were not developed in or for the world of petroleum and natural gas transportation and
storage, and developing a sui generis category ofownership that would essentially be treated
as a bailment of commingled goods.

Such a categorization would allow producers to retain title and, therefore, security in and
to delivered pipeline or storage gas. This would avoid the possibility ofproducers losing the
value ofsuch gas to an operator's Bank, and permit an operator to grant producers a security
interest in such gas notwithstanding the producers' inability, physically and contractually,
to ever regain possession of the specific molecules of gas it had delivered to the operator.
Arguments for legal evolution have previously been made by various participants in the
Canadian petroleum and natural gas industry in other contexts, and have often been
successful. The seminal case of Berkheiser12 involved a sui generis characterization by the
Supreme Court of Canada of the petroleum and gas lease as & profit aprendre, which has
become one ofthe central tenets ofoil and gas leases today. The relationship between oil and

gas lessors and lessees was further detailed and, in certain respects, created anew by the

Supreme Court of Canada in Bank of Montreal v. Dynex Petroleum Ltd.n and by the
Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in Taylor v. Scurry-Rainbow Oil (Sask.) Ltd.14
These cases demonstrate the willingness ofthe Canadian judiciary to avoid the application
of traditional categories of legal ownership to scenarios pertaining to the petroleum and
natural gas industry where such application would lead to a result that was contrary to the

evidenced intention of parties and the industry as a whole.75 Perhaps the next opportunity for
the courts to contribute to the development of a sui generis body of Canadian petroleum and
natural gas law will be in deciding ownership rights to commingled pipeline or storage gas.
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Far a detailed discussion on recent challenges to traditional legal categories in the context of contractual
arrangements in the petroleum and natural gas industry, see Alicia K. Quesncl, "Modemi/.ing the
Property Laws That Bind Us: Challenging Traditional Property Law Concepts Unsuited to the Realities
of the Oil and Gas Industry" (2003) 41 Alta. L. Rev. 159.

